
Adam Carey
The author uses the Objective well by specifically mentioning that he desires a management position in HR. This does a good job of targeting the resume.The Skills / Qualifications are also done well. Several of the bullet points are very specific and I like the inclusion of the "Benefits Administration for 350 employees" part. This gives the person's past experience real credence and an idea of the level they are used to working at.The main problem I have with the resume is with the Experience.The problem isn't the most recent job which is in line with the Objective and Skills sections. The problem is that the author gives an equal amount of real estate on the page to a job six years in the past and irrelevant to the position the person is applying for. The candidate should have broken up the current/most recent position into Personnel Manager and HR Specialist (I'm assuming they were promoted) instead of including an old irrelevant job listing.At the very most, the Security Specialist job should have been restricted to a few cursory lines.



Adam Carey
The author of this resume should have dropped the Objective. It really doesn't say anything unique in relation to the job he is applying for or about his abilities.The Work History shows a nice consistency although I feel he should have given most weight to the two most recent positions and only minimal attention to the other jobs. He repeats the fact that he worked with outside vendors twice, for instance, which is a waste of space.My last comment would be that the author doesn't need to include anything about References. It is assumed that References will be available, so don't waste space stating the obvious.



Adam Carey
The Objective doesn't really say anything on this resume, so I would  discard it. The author could have used the extra space to expand the detail on their last/most recent position. The big problem with this resume is the author gives equal weight to each position in their Work History. Give most attention to your most recent position OR the position that is most relevant to the job you are applying for.If you find that the experience most relevant to the job you are applying for is a job or so back, consider using a Functional Resume format in order to emphasize the appropriate experience. The Functional Resume can help you overcome chronological problems in your resume.



Adam Carey
Note the error in tenses used on this resume. The most recent job is written in the present tense which is fine, but the same tense is used when the author describes what he did in a job in the past. Pay attention to when you should be using the present and past  tense when writing your resume and avoid writing in the first person as well (i.e. don't write "I", "me", etc.



Adam Carey
I like the way the person uses the Summary here to really give the reader a quick snapshot of their work self. I also like the way the Experience is laid out. The author gives a quick summation of their job then proceeds to give us bullet points on their tasks and responsibilities. Overall, in my opinion,  this is a really sound resume.





Adam Carey
Good use of the Summary section. This resume uses the Functional approach, emphasizing expertise by area rather than chronology. The biggest problem with this approach, and it shows here, is the author isn't putting their experience into context. The resume doesn't tell us where they gained their experience, how big the companies were, etc. 



Adam Carey
This page is a good example of an "Education" resume. The author is still in school and emphasizes his coursework and the Honors he's received first, then lists his work experience second.This approach works when you are going for your first job out of college. Once you have held a job for any significant amount of time out of college, this is where the focus will have to move.Remember - draw attention to any RELEVANT schooling.











Adam Carey
An interesting "mistake" here is the author's prioritization under his Qualifications. Note that he puts his computer skills above 19 years of management, which is surely more valuable to an employer. It's a small thing, but pay attention to the way that you prioritize your skills.Under Experience, the author packs in a lot of specific details, which is good, but at one point under the second job listing, switches to the first person pronoun "I". Try to avoid this. Finally, the author includes too much detail on his schooling, a lot of which is irrelevant. Part of the reason for this is the author is originally from Britain and is mixing a CV format in with the standard American resume format.





Adam Carey
The author puts his Education above his Work Experience. In this case, this is fine, because his Educational experiences are more recent than his Work Experience.









Adam Carey
Nice Summary of Qualifications, but a strange decision to include his Education above his Experience. I see his logic - he graduated in May 2000 - but I'd still move the Education down the page.



Adam Carey
The author of this resume does something a little unusual - he lists his accomplishments after a brief summary. I would prefer to see these accomplishments associated with specific positions, but I applaud their inclusion. It's great if you can really say, "I accomplished this and that at my last two jobs."





Adam Carey
I don't like the Objective. Again, it really doesn't say anything. Even the mention of Marketing Management is better stated by his Work Experience.





Adam Carey
Apart from some formatting problems (the bullets on the Work Experience would look better lining up with the bullets in the Summary) the content on this resume is great.
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